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Sunshine
The All-American Rejects

This is an awesome song. havent found any chords or tabs online. anyway i really

wanted to play this song. this is my first time to tab something out by ear.
please rate.

Intro
D# C# F#

Verse
F# 
It s a new day
B
It s a bright day
D#                         C#
Even when you stand in the dark
It s just that
F#                      B
You ve been broken into fifty pieces
D#    C#  B
Today is gone
B
I m the only light that you see
F#       D#  C#
You need someone
C#
I know all you needed was me

Chorus
F#           C#                  
Everyday we wake if it takes too long
D#
Just tell me something new
B
Forget about the sunshine when it s gone

Repeat chords

Another pale moon
Shines like high noon
Midnight never felt so cold alone
It s just that you re uneasy
When you need me
Today is gone
I m the only light that you see
You need someone
I know all you needed was me



Everyday we wake if it takes too long
Just tell me something new
Forget about the sunshine when it s gone
You can say it s right, but it feels so wrong
Just show me something true
Forget about the sunshine
Forget about the sunshine when it s gone

Today is gone
I m the only light that you see
You need someone
I know all you needed was me

Everyday we wake if it takes too long
Just tell me something new
Forget about the sunshine when it s gone
You can think it s right, but it feels so wrong
Just show me something true
Forget about the sunshine
Forget about the sunshine when it s gone

Everyday we wake if it takes too long
Just tell me something new
Forget about the sunshine when it s gone
You can think it s right, but it feels so wrong
Just show me something true
Forget about the sunshine
Forget about the sunshine when it s gone


